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Abst rac t - - In  James and Lloyd's paper, some conditions on the existence of eight limit cycles 
bifurcating from the origin for a cubic system were derived [1]. We have currently derived some new 
conditions for generating eight limit cycles from the origin for this cubic system. In fact, deriving 
such conditions is reduced to finding the symbolic real solutions of systems of algebraic equations 
and inequalities, but the involved computations are very complex. We combine the Ritt-Wu method 
with the Budan-Fourier theorem to solve systems of equations and inequalities. With this strategy, 
we derive these new conditions using MapleV 3 on SUN SPARC station 10 and SUN SERVER 1104. 
In addition, when verifying the conditions derived in [1] by solving the system of equations and 
inequalities arising in [1] in a different ordering, we found that one of the conditions a7 ~ 0 should 
be a7 ~> 0. 
geywords - -L imi t  cycles, Focus, Symbolic omputation, Ritt-Wu method, Budan-Fourier theo- 
rem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Using computer algebra systems and symbolic omputation techniques in mathematics research is 
an important recent development. In the research on the problem of center-focus for polynomial 
differential systems, which is the key to the second part of Hilbert's 16 th problem, James and 
Lloyd obtained the best result published up to now of constructing limit cycles for cubic systems 
using computer algebra systems by deriving a set of conditions on the existence of eight limit 
cycles bifurcating from the origin for a cubic system (see [1]). Though in 1993, Zoladek [2] in his 
manuscript proved, in theory (not in a constructive way), that there exists a cubic system with 
11 limit cycles bifurcating from the origin; his work has not been published yet. The authors 
improved the conditions on the existence of eight limit cycles for the cubic system given in [1]; 
see [3]. 
As a matter of fact, deriving such conditions is reduced to finding the symbolic real solutions of 
a system of algebraic equations and inequalities, but the involved symbolic omputations are very 
complex. (The problem can be formally expressed in the first order theory of real closed fields, 
which can be decided. But the decision methods cannot be used practically to solve problems 
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because of their exponential complexity.) Thus, how to solve systems of algebraic equations and 
inequalities is important in constructing limit cycles. In [4], the Ritt-Wu zero structure decom- 
position method and the GrSbner basis method [5] were used to solve such systems. However, 
for large polynomials these methods do not work because of the complexity of pseudodivision 
of large polynomials. We combine Ritt-Wu's method with the Budan-Fourier theorem, which 
is much more efficient than Sturm's theorem though incomplete for the problems in general, to 
solve systems of algebraic equations and inequalities. To locate roots of polynomial equations and 
prove inequalities to hold, Sturm's theorem was used in [I]. However, this method also does not 
work for dealing with large polynomials. For example, large polynomials of degree up to 507 and 
with large integer coefficients consisting of at most 835 digits arise in the work reported in this 
paper, and it is impossible to construct Sturm sequences because of the complexity of the divi- 
sion of large polynomials involved in computation. In this paper, a practical, simple and efficient 
method--the Budan-Fourier theorem--is employed, which has been found to be computationally 
more efficient in practice on many examples. 
There are two cases that make the third Lyapunov quantity L(3) of the cubic system given 
in [1] equal to zero. In [1], one case was discussed and some conditions on the existence of 
eight limit cycles were derived. Another case leads to much more complicated computations, and 
cannot be approached by conventional symbolic computation techniques. Currently, using the 
above strategy for solving systems of algebraic equations and inequalities, we have discussed this 
case and derived some new conditions on the existence of eight limit cycles bifurcating from the 
origin. Even though simple and efficient methods were used, the computations were surprisingly 
time-consuming. The computer algebra system we used is MapleV 3 [6] and the computations 
were done independently on the SUN SPARC station 10 and the SUN SERVER 1104. 
In addition, to verify derived conditions, we solve the systems of equations and inequalities in 
different orderings on variables, which are coefficients of the cubic system, as the real solutions 
to a system of equations and inequalities by solving in different orderings hould correspond to 
one another. For the case discussed in [1] that b4 = -a7, a set of conditions for the origin to be 
an eighth-order focus is stated in Lemma 3.1 in [1]. However, when verifying these conditions by 
solving the system in a different ordering, we found that one of the conditions a7 ~ 0 should be 
a7 >0.  
2. PREL IMINARIES  
Taking into account hat readers in the mathematical community may not be familiar with 
Ritt-Wu's method, we here give some preliminaries and key points of the method and Budan- 
Fourier's method; for the details of Ritt-Wu's method we refer to [7,8]. 
Let f be a nonconstant multivariate polynomial. The class of f with respect to a given ordering 
Xl -~ x2 -< . "  -~ xn is defined as follows: if xj is present in f and no xi >- xj is present in f ,  then 
class(f) = j.  If class(f) = j and the degree of f w.r.t, xj is d, then f can be written as follows: 
f ---- Id (X l ,  . . . .  X j -1 )X  d Jr Id - l (X l , . . . ,  Xj-1)X d-1 J r ' "  Jr I o (x l , . . . ,  x j -1) .  
We call I d (X l , . . . ,  x j -1)  the leading coefficient of f and denote it by lc(f). For a polynomial g, if 
the degree of g w.r.t, xj is equal to or greater than d, then there exist two unique polynomials q
and r, and a positive integer s such that 
( lc(f)) 'g = qf  + r, (2.1) 
where the degree of r w.r.t, xj is less than d. The above is called the pseudodivision of g by f ,  
and r is called the pseudo-remainder of g pseudodivided by f .  
For any given finite set of nonzero polynomials PS = {P l (x l , . . . ,  xn) . . . . .  Pro(x1 . . . . .  xn)}, its 
characteristic set exists and is in the following form with respect o a given ordering Yl -< y2 -< 
• "" "~ Yk: 
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C 1 : C 1(ul, . . .  ,u/,yl) ,  
C~ = C2(ux , . . . ,  ul, yl, y2), 
Ck = Ck(u l , . . .  ,u l ,y l ,y2 , . . .  ,Yk), 
where l + k = n, Ul , . . .  ,ul, yl, Y2, . . . ,  Yk is a permutation of x 1, . . . ,  Xn, U l , . . . ,  ut are called 
independent variables, and Yl , . . . ,  Yk are called dependent variables. 
Let Jy -- lc(C1),.. . ,  Jk -- lc(Ck). Let zero(S) denote the set of common zeros of polyno- 
mials in a polynomial set S. zero({Cy,..., Ck}/{J1, . . . ,  Jk}) stands for zero({C1,..., Ck}) - 
zero({J1,. . . , Jk}),  that is, it is the set of solutions to the system C1 = O, . . . ,Ck  = 0, J1 ¢ 
0 , . . . ,  Jk ~ 0. The following is the zero relation [7]: 
zero(PS) = zero \ {gl, -j--~ ] U zero(PS U {Ji}) • 
' \ i=O 
From the above relation we have 
({C1, . . . ,Ck})  C zero(PS), (2.2) zero {J1,- -,J/c} - 
that is, if there are solutions to the system C1 = 0 , . . . ,  Ck = O, Jy ~ 0 , . . . ,  Jk ¢ O, then these 
solutions are also the solutions to P1 = 0 , . . . ,  Pm = O. 
There exists an algorithm by which the characteristic sets of PS can be automatically computed 
from PS using pseudodivision by introducing a total ordering on dependent variables. Then apply 
the algorithm on PSU {J~} for 1 < i < k recursively, and we can obtain a complete zero structure 
decomposition. 
For a polynomial g, there exist polynomials q l , . . . ,  qk and positive integers Hi , . . . ,  sk such that 
(2.3) • " J~  g = qyC1 + ' "  +qkCk +r ,  
where r is called pseudo-remainder of g pseudodivided by {C1 . . . .  , Ck}. To prove g ¢ 0 under 
P1 = 0 , . . . ,  Pm= O, now we only need to prove r ¢ 0. However, this method for proving 
inequalities does not work when dealing with large polynomials because of the complexity of 
pseudodivision. In the following, we discuss a practical and simple method for proving inequalities 
and locating real roots of polynomial equations, which is described briefly as follows; for it we 
may refer to [9]. 
BUDAN-FOURIER'S THEOREM. Suppose f (x )  = 0 is a polynomial equation of degree n with real 
coefficients, and a and b (a < b) are two real numbers, f (a) ¢ 0 and f(b) ~ O; f (x ) ,  f ' (x) ,  
. . . .  f(n)(x) are the successive derivatives o f f (x ) .  Let AN = N(a) - N(b), where N(a) and N(b) 
are the numbers or sign-changes of {f(a), f ' (a ) , . . . ,  f(n)(a)} and {f(b), f ' (b ) , . . . ,  f(n)(b)}, re- 
spectively, and we call AN the number of lost sign-changes in f (x) ,  f ' (x) ,  . . . , f(n)(x) when going 
from x = a to x = b. Then, the number of the real roots of the equation f (x )  = 0 lying between a
and b is equal to AN,  or less then AN by a positive even number. Particularly, we have 
(1) if AN = O, then there are no real roots of f (x )  = 0 between a and b; 
(2) i f  AN = 1, then there is exactly one real root of f (x )  = 0 between a and b. 
Noting that the number of sign-changes of {f(a), f'(a),..., f(n)(a)} is the same as that of 
{f (a ) , f ' (a ) ,  (1 /2! ) f " (a ) , . . . ,  (1/n[)f(n)(a)}, we can obtain N(a) by computing the coefficients 
(1/k!)f(k)(a), for 0 < k < n, of the expansion of f (x )  at a by means of Homer's scheme [9], 
and similarly we can obtain N(b). Using Homer's scheme to compute the coefficients of the 
expansion of f (x )  at a point is very simple and efficient. Therefore we can use the Budan-Fourier 
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theorem more efficiently than Sturm's theorem, though the method is incomplete for problems in 
general. When AN is even, we get no information on the real roots of f(x) = 0 in (a, b). For this 
situation the Budan-Fourier method does not work. In such cases we may try again by bisecting 
the interval (a, b) until we get information, or may apply Sturm's method on an interval with 
simple endpoints, such as 0, 1, and -1. The complexity of constructing Sturm sequences depends 
on the endpoints of intervals. Note that we have to compute N(a) and N(b) symbolically, not 
numerically, for large polynomials. 
In later sections of this paper, the following inference rules for proving inequalities by Budan- 
Fourier's theorem will be used. For polynomials f(x) and g(x), a real number o., and one of 
its neighborhoods, (a, b), to prove f(o.) ~t 0, we prove f(x) has no real roots in (a, b); to prove 
f(o.) > 0 (or f(o.) < 0), we first prove f (x )  has no real roots in (a, b), and then choose a rational 
number x0 (sample point) • (a, b) and compute f (xo)  > 0 (or f (xo)  < 0); to prove f(o.)/g(o.) ~ O, 
we prove both f (x )  and g(x) have no real roots in (a, b); to prove f(o.)/g(o.) > 0 (or < 0), we 
first prove both f (x )  and g(x) have no real roots in (a, b), and then choose a rational number 
x0 • (a, b) and compute f (xo) /g(xo)  > 0 (or < 0). 
3. DERIVATION OF NEW CONDIT IONS FOR THE ORIGIN 
TO BE AN E IGHTH-ORDER FOCUS 
Consider the following cubic system given in [1]: 
]c = Ax T y T al x2 - 2blXy + (a3 - al)y 2 + abx2y T aTy 3, 
~1 =- -x  + Ay + blx 2 % 2alxy - bly 2 q- b4x 3 % bsx2y + (bs - as)xy 2. (3.1) 
To simplify the complicated computations, in [1] new coefficients as, bs, and a9 are introduced 
by letting a9 = a7 - a5 + (1/2)b8, as = b2 - a 2, bs = 52 + a2; thus, we should have that when 
at ~ 0 or bl ~ 0, then bs > 0 and bs > [as[ (or b82 - a 2 > 0), which rule out the complex values 
of al and bl. To ensure the origin to be an eighth-order focus, we must have 
L (0)=0,  n (1)=0 . . . .  , L (7 )=0,  and L (8)~0,  (3.2) 
where L(k) are Lyapunov quantities for k = 0, 1 , . . . .  Computing L(k) modulo the ideal generated 
by (L(0) , . . .  , L (k  - 1)} for k <_ 3, we obtain 
L(0) = A, 
L(1) = b5 + 4a3b1, 
L(2) = a3bl(2as - 3b8 - 4b4 + 10a~ - 4ala3 - 18a7), 
L(3) = -a lb l (az  + b4)(2a9 + 7b4 - 9az). 
In the above computation, we take the same options as in [1] that al ~ 0, bl ¢ 0, a9 ~ 0, 
A = 0, b5 = -4cab1, and a3 = 0, so we have L(0) = 0, L(1) = 0, L(2) = 0. Obviously there 
are two options for having L(3) = 0. The option that b4 = -aT was taken in [1], which leads to 
a real solution of (3.2) with ag/a7 = o.. in [1], where 666/97 < o.. < 103/15, and another eal 
solution with a9/a7 = o'1, where 283/125 < o.1 < 284/125 in [3]. In this paper, we take another 
option that 2a9 + 7b4 - 9az = 0, which can lead to several real solutions of (3.2) and therefore 
can lead to some new conditions for the origin to be an eighth-order focus, but the computations 
are much more complicated. 
By letting alo = 2a9 -9av,  7b4 + 2a9 -9a~ can be changed to 7b4 + al0. We let b4 = -(1/7)a10 
and, therefore, have L(3) = 0. Now the problem is reduced to finding, under the above options 
(therefore L(0) = 0, L(1) = 0, L(2) = 0, and L(3) = 0) and the conditions that bs > 0 and 
bs 2 - a~ > 0, the real solutions of the following system: 
L(4)=O,  L(5)=0,  L (6 )=0,  L (7 )=0,  and L (8)#0.  (3.3) 
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L(4), . . . ,  L(8) are homogeneous polynomials. To reduce the number of coefficients concerned 
in computation, we let 
A7 = a7 As as be bs m, =- - ,  Be=m,  and B8= • (3.4) 
ale ale ale ale 
Note that we can let ale ~ 0, otherwise the origin is a center. We can compute symbolically 
the following modulo the ideal generated by {L(0) = 0, . . . ,  L(3) = 0}: 
L(4) = albla30Pl (As, Be, Be, AT), 
L(5) = al bl aloP2( Be, Be, A7 ), 
L(6) = -alblaSoP3( A8, Be, Be, AT), 
L(7) = -al  bl a~oP4 ( As, Be, Be, AT), 
L(8) = alblaTmPs(As, Be, Be, A7), 
where 
PI ( As, Be, Be, AT) = ¢1 (Bs, Be, AT)As + ¢2(Bs, Be, AT), 
P2(A8, Be, Be, AT) = ¢3(Bs, Be, A7)A~ + ¢4(B8, Be, A7)As + ¢5(Bs, Be, AT), 
P3(A8, Be, Be, AT) = ¢6(B8, Be, A~)A 3 + ¢7(Bs, Be, AT)A 2 + Cs(Bs, Be, AT)As 
+ ¢9(B8, Be, AT), 
P4(As, Be, Be, AT) = ¢lo(Ss, Be, AT)A 4 + ¢11 (Be, Be, AT)A 3 + ¢12(Bs, Be, AT)A~ 
+ ¢13(B8, Be, AT)As + ¢14(B8, Be, AT), 
Ps(As, B8, B6, AT) = ¢ls(Bs, B6, Az)A 5 + ~b16(B8, Be, AT)A 4 + ¢17(B8, B6, AT)A 3 
+ ¢ls(Bs, Be, A7)A 2 + ¢19(Bs, Be, AT)As + ¢20(Bs, Be, AT). 
P1, P2, P3, P4, and P5 contain 12, 34, 74, 139, and 237 terms, respectively. For the polynomials 
¢l(Bs, Be, At ) , . . . ,  ¢20(Bs, Be, A7), see the Appendix. 
The problem is reduced to solve 
PI(As, Be, Be, AT) = 0, 
P2(As, Bs, Bs, AT) = O, 
P3(As, Bs, Be, AT) = 0, (3.5) 
P4(A8, Be, Bo, AT) = 0, 
Ps(As, Be, Be, AT) # 0, 
B]  - > 0 
In the following computation, we take the ordering that As ~ Bs ~- Bo ~- AT. For {P1, P2, 
P3, P4}, a characteristic set {C1, C2, C3, C4} can be obtained using the algorithm mentioned in 
Section 2. We assume the readers not to be familiar with the algorithm, and briefly give the 
process of generating {C1, C2, C3, C4 } as follows. Note that the process is completely automated. 
Let C4(A8, Be, Be, A7) = PI(As, Bs, Be, AT). P2, P3, and P4 are pseudodivided byC4 w.r.t. As, 
and the remainders are, respectively, in the following forms: 
-t52(Bs,Be,A~) = xI(Be,A~)B2s +x2(Be,A~)Bs +x3(Be, A~), 
P3(B8, B6, AT) = x4(Be, A~)B 3+ xs(Be, AT)B~ + xe(B6, A7)Bs q- xT(B6, AT), 
Pa(Bs, Be, AT) = xs(Be, AT)B 4 + x9(B6, AT)B 3 + XIo(B6, AT)B 2 + xn(Be, AT)B8 
"}- X12(Be, A,), 
where XI(Bo, AT),..., X12(Bo, AT) are polynomials with Be and A7 as indeterminates. 
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P3 and P4 are pseudodivided by P2 w.r.t. Bs, and the remainders are, respectively, as follows: 
P3(Bs, B6, AT) = Wl(B6, AT)B8 + w2(Bs, AT), 
P4(Bs, 86, AT) = w3(B6, Az)Bs + w4(B6, A7), 
where wl(B6,AT),... ,w4(Bs,AT) are polynomials. Let C3(Bs, B6, AT) = P3(Bs, B6,AT). P2 
and P4 are pseudodivided by C3 w.r.t. Bs, and the remainders are, respectively, in the following 
forms: 
P2(B6, AT) = ~I(AT)B 6 + ~2(Az)B6 s + ~3(AT)B 4 + ~4(AT)B 3 + ~5(AT)B 2 + ~6(AT)B6 + ~7(A7), 
Pa(Bs, AT) = ~s(AT)B 6+ ~9(AT)B 5+ ~lo(AT)B 4 + ~11(Az)B 3 
+ ~12(AT)B 2 + ~13(AT)B6 + ~14(A7), 
where ~l(AT),...,~14(A7) are polynomials. P4 is pseudodivided by P2 w.r.t. B6, and the re- 
mainder is 
R4(B6, AT) = CI(AT)B65 + ~2(AT)B64 + ~3(A7)B 3+ ¢4(AT)B 2 + ¢5(AT)Bs + ~s(AT), 
where ~I(AT),..., ¢6(AT) are polynomials. Then use R4 to pseudodivide P2 w.r.t. B6, and there- 
after performing such tasks in the same way repeatedly, we can obtain 
C2(B6, AT) = Ol(AT)B6 + 02(AT), 
R~(AT) = 3(7AT + 1)2(7A7 - 1) 2 7iA aiA~ piA~ , 
\ i=0  
x--too e.A iwhere Ox(AT) = ~i=o ~ T and 02(AT) are polynomials, and 7i, oq, Pi, and ei are large integers. 
v -T4 ,~.ai and note that Ct(AT) is primitive. The reasons why we do not choose Let C1 (AT) = z~i=o ~,~T, 
other factors of R~ (AT) will be made clear later. Note that throughout this paper the polynomials 
are factorized over the rational field and are primitive and irreducible over the rationals. Now 
we have the following characteristic set of (PI(A8, Bs, B6, AT), . . . ,  P4(A8, B8, B6, AT)}: 
74 
Cx(AT) = Ea iA~,  
i=0 
C2(B6, AT) = OI(AT)B6 + 02(AT), (3.6) 
C3(Bs, B6, AT) = wl(B6, AT)Bs + w2(B6, AT), 
C4(A8, B8, B6, AT) = ¢a (Bs, B6, AT)As + ¢2(B8, B6, AT), 
where, for Ox(AT), O2(AT), wt(B6, AT), and w2(B6, AT), so , . . . ,  OtT4, see the Appendix. Let Ja = 
a74, J2(A7) = 01(AT), Js(B6, AT) = Wl(B6, AT), and J4(AT) = ¢I(Bs, Be, AT) = 80(TAT + 1) 2. In 
order to get zero({C1, C2, C3, C4)/(Jx, J2, ,Is, J4}), we first need to solve the equation C1 (AT) = 0. 
As we want to obtain the real zeros of {Ct, C2, C3, C4}/{J1, J2, J3, J4}, we only consider the real 
roots of the equation Ct(AT) = 0. We have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. All the reM roots o[ CI(AT) = 0 are 
- I  < 0-1 ~ 0-2 ~ 0-3 ~ 0-4 ~ 05 ~ 0-6 ~ 0"7 ~ 0-8 
<~ 09 <~ 0"10 ~ 0-11 ~ 012 ~ 0-13 ~ 0-14 <: 0-15 ~ 0-16 ~ i, 
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where 
( 79604387 127367019~ ( 52531967 105063933~ 
al E 11 = 125000000' ~ ] ,  a9 E 19 = 500000000' 1 ~ 0 ]  ' 
( ( a2 E I2 = 1000000000' 500000000] ' al0 E 110 = 1000000000' 15625000 ] ' 
( 281658717 70414679 "~ ( 8346303 83463029 ~ 
as E Is = -1000000000' 250000000] ' O'11 E Ill = 100000000' 1 ~ 0 ]  ' 
( 61129351 244517403 ~ ( 72457063 36228531 ~ 
a4 E/4 = 250000000' I ~ 0  ] ' a12 E I12 = I000000000' 500000000 ] ' 
( 103555947 207111893~ ( 10515063 42060251 ~ 
a5 E 15 = 500000000' I000000000] ' crl3 E I13 ---- " 250000000' i000000000] ' 
( 97122593 38849037~ ( 32046229 8011557~ 
a6 E16 = " 500000000' 2 ~ 0 ]  a14 EI I4 = " 
' I000000000' 250000000 ] 
( 79417981 158835961 ~ (~ 1185219 37927009 "~ 
a7 E 17 = 500000000' 1000000000] ' al5 • I15 = \ ~ ,  1 ~ 0 ]  ' 
( 64242893 25697157~ ( 538090509 53809051 
as E I8 = 500000000' 200000000] ' alS e 116 = \ ~ 0 '  ~ 0 ]  " 
PaOOF. First, noting that C1(0) ¢ 0 and C1(-1) ¢ 0 and C1(1) ¢ 0, we let C1(A7) = 
A~aCI(1/AT), where C1(1/A7) = ~-~7~ 0 ai(1/AT) 74-i, and apply the Budan-Fourier theorem to 
Cl(X) on the interval (-1, 1). We compute the number of lost sign-changes AN = 0. Therefore, 
Cl(x) has no real roots in (-1,1). That is, CI(AT) has no real roots in ( - co , -1 )  and (1,¢x)). 
Applying the Budan-Fourier theorem to CI(A7) on the interval I1, I2,. . . ,  I16, we obtain all the 
numbers of lost sign-changes on these intervals AN = 1. So in each of these intervals there is a 
unique real root ai E Ii, for i = 1,. . . ,  16. 
In what follows, we prove that there are exactly sixteen real roots of C1(A7) = 0. On the 
interval (0,1), we use the Budan-Fourier theorem and compute the number of lost sign-changes 
AN = 2. Therefore, there are at most two real roots of CI(AT) = 0 in (0,1). Noting that we have 
found two real roots al5 and a16 in (0,1), we can conclude that there are exactly two real roots 
of CI(A7) = 0 in (0,1). Apply the Sturm theorem on (-1,0) and compute the number of lost 
sign-changes AN = 14. In addition, we have computed the last element of the Sturm sequence, 
which is not zero. Therefore, CI(AT) does not have multiple roots. So there are exactly fourteen 
real roots of C1(A7) = 0 in (-1,0). Thus the lemma is proved. 
REMARKS. 
(1) When applying the Budan-Fourier theorem on (-1, 0), we compute the number of lost 
sign-changes AN = 72. So the technique is not useful for this case. We have to use the 
Sturm theorem on (-1,0). Even though for the endpoints -1 and 0 the computation of 
constructing the Sturm sequence is not as complex as for other intervals with complicated 
endpoints, the computation was very time-consuming and took about 110 hours on the 
SUN SPARC station 10 and about 88 hours on the SUN SERVER 1104 using MapleV 3, 
while the computation time used for constructing the Budan-Fourier sequences was very 
short. 
(2) The reason why we make intervals I1,. . . ,  I16 so small is that only in such small intervals 
L(8) has no real roots and Bs 2 - A 2 > 0. The real roots of these large polynomials are 
very close to that of CI(AT), and most of the distance from them to the roots of C1(A7) 
are less than 10 -s. 
From (3.6), we take the following options: 
B6= 02(A7__..~)_ 82(A7) (3.7) 
Ol(AT) J2(AT)' 
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Bs = w2(B6, AT) _ w2(B6, AT) (3.8) 
Wl (B6, AT) f13 (B6, AT)' 
¢2 (Bs, B6, AT) ¢2(B8, B6, AT) (3.9) 
As= ¢1(Bs,B6, AT) = J4 (A7) 
Substituting (3.7) into (3.8), we obtain by factoring 
v-~282 -- i  
Bs = Ca(A~) = (7A7 + 1) 2-'~=° ciA7 (3.10) 
4 (y]i18=~o d,A~) J2(AT)" 
Then substituting (3.7) and (3.10) into (3.9), we obtain by factoring 
~--~282 
As = ¢2(A7) = (7A7 - 1) z_~=o £A~ 
{~'~182 diAl) J2(AT)" (3.11) 16 \z-,i=o 
In (3.10) and (3.11), c~, d~, and fi are large integers. By substituting (3.7) into J3(Bo, AT), we 
obtain by factoring 
( 22 i (~-~182 
J3 = ¢3(A7) = -(7A7 + 1)(7A7 - 1) \Y]i=0 7iA7] 
d ~,~=o ~'~7) 
( j2(AT))  2 (3.12) 
In what follows, we prove that at the real roots al, a2, a4, a5, trio, al l ,  0"13, a14, (715, and a16 
ofCl(AT) = O, we can havebs > 0, 52 -a  2 > 0, J2 ~ 0, J3 ~ 0, and J4 ¢ 0. Noting that 
b8=aloB8andb~ a 2 2 2 - = alo(B 8 - A2), we only need to prove Rio has the same sign as Bs, and 
B~ - A~ > 0 in order to prove bs > 0 and b~ - a~ > 0. 
LEMMA 2. For the real roots al,. .. ,hi6 of CI(AT) = O, we have that 
(i) fo r  a e {a3, as ,  aT, ffs, a9, ff12}, S 2 - A2[A ,=a ---- ¢12(0t) - ¢2(0t) < 0; 
(ii) for a • {al,a2,a4,ah,a10,all,a13, a14,a15,alo}, B2 -A2[A,=a = ¢2(a) -  ¢2(c~) > 0, 
J2(a) ~ O, J31AT=a = ¢3(a) • 0, J4(a) ¢ 0; 
(iii) BS[A~=a = el(a) < 0 for a • {a2,a4,alO,al4}, and Bs[A,=a = el(a) > 0 for a • 
{U1,6rh,Ull, U13, alh, U16}. 
PROOF. By factoring Bs ~ - A~ = ¢12(AT) - ¢~(A7) into f1(AT)f2(AT)/(256(~s=20 d~A~)2J2(AT)2), 
we can prove the lemma as follows. 
182 (i) Applying the Budan-Fourier theorem to fl(AT), f2 (AT), ~=0 d~A~, 3"2 (AT) on the intervals 
/3, 16, /7, Is, /9, and 112, respectively, we compute the numbers of lost sign-changes 
x-~xs2 diA*, J2(AT) on these intervals are zero; in addition, we choose of f l (AT) ,  f2(AT),  A..,i=o 
numbers in these intervals and compute fl(A7)f2(AT) < 0 at these numbers. Therefore, 
Bs 2 -As  2 : ¢~(A7)- ¢22(A7) does not change sign on these intervals and B 2 -A~[A~.=,z < O. 
(ii) Similarly as in (i), we can prove B 2 - A~IAT=a > 0, and apply the Budan-Fourier theorem 
to J2(AT), J3(A7), and J4(AT) on the intervals I1 , /2 , /4 , /5 ,  ho, 111, h3,/14, I15, and 116, 
respectively, and we compute the numbers of lost sign-changes of J2(AT), J3(AT), and 
J4(AT) on these intervals are zero, and therefore, we have J2(a) ~ 0, J3(a) ~ 0 and 
g4(a) # 0. 
1 ~/x''282 " A ~ ~ l(4(x-~182 diA~)J2(AT)) and applying the Budan- (iiii) Noting that Bs = (7A7 + J ¢-~i=o ~i 7J/~ ~z-,~=o 
Fourier theorem to the factors of the numerator and the denominator, we can prove 
BS[A~=a < 0 for a2,a4,0"lO,a14}, and BS[A,=a > 0 for a • {al, a5, a l l ,  al3,alh,al6} 
similarly as in (i). 
REMARKS. In our experiment, only the Budan-Fourier theorem can work for proving the lemma, 
and other methods, such as Sturm's theorem, do not work because the polynomials dealt with 
are too large. 
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From the above lemma, we know that  for a E {a 1, a2, a4, as, alO, a ix, ax3, ax4, ax 5, a l  6 }, A7 = a, 
t36 = -02(a) / J2(a) ,  Bs = ¢1(a), and As = ¢2(a) are real solutions of {C1 = 0, C2 = 0, C3 = 0, 
C4 = 0, J1 ~ 0, J2 ~ 0, J3 ~ 0, J4 ¢ 0}. (Note that  J1 is a nonzero constant and J1 ~ 0 
is natural ly  satisfied.) For a E {0.s,aS, aT, aS,a9,ax2}, as B~ - A~ < O, a corresponds to the 
imaginary solutions of L(0) = 0, L(1) = 0 . . . .  , L(7) = 0. Moreover, letting 
A = 0, 
b5 = -4a3b1, 
a3 -~ 0, 
1 1 2 
54 = -~a lo  = - -~( a9 -- 9a7), 
a8 
(2a9 - 9a7) = As --- ¢2(a), (3.13) 
bs 
= B8 = ¢ l (a ) ,  
(2a9 - 9a7) 
b6 = B6 = - 02(a.__..._~) 
(2a9 - 9a7) J2 (a ) '  
a7 
= A7 = a, 
(2a9 - 9a7) 
we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3. For the real roots as, a2, a4, as, alo, an ,  a13, a14, a15, and 0.16 ofCI(AT) = O, and 
a9 • O, 0.13) are real solutions of L(0) = 0, L(1) = 0 , . . . ,  L(7) = 0, if 
(i) a9 < (9/2)a7, a7 > 0 and 0. e {0.2, 0.4, 0.10, O'14}, or 
(ii) a9 > (9/2)az, a7 < 0 and 0. • {0.1,0.5,all,a13}, or 
(iii) a9 > (9/2)a7, a7 > 0 and 0. • {axs, s is}.  
PRoof .  (i) Since a9 < (9/2)a7, we have al0 = 2a9 -9a7  < 0. For 0. • {0.2,0.4,0.1o,0.14}, 
aT/axo = 0. < 0 implies a7 > 0 and, from Lemma 2, BSlA,=a = ¢1(0.) < 0. Note that  bslAT=~ = 
aloS8lA,=a = alo¢1(¢ r) > 0. Because as/alo = As = ¢2(a),  bs/alo = /38 = ¢1(0.), bs/alo = 
B6 = -02(0.)/J2(0.), aT/alo = 0. are solutions of {C1 = 0, C2 = 0, C3 = 0, C4 = 0, J1 ¢ 0, J2 ~ 0, 
J3 ¢ 0, J4 ¢ 0}, from Ritt -Wu's principle (see (2.2) in Section 2), they ave also solutions of 
{Pt = 0, P2 = 0, P3 = 0, P4 = 0}, and therefore, are solutions of {L(4) -- 0, L(5) = 0, L(6) = 0, 
L(7) = 0}. Hence, (3.13) ave solutions of {L(0) = 0 , . . . ,  L(3) = 0, L(4)  = 0 . . . .  , L(7) = 0}. 
Similarly we can prove (ii) and (iii). Note that  we must have a9 ¢ 0 because ar/(2a9 -9a7)  = 0. 
and 0. is not a rational number. 
In the following, we prove that,  for 0. • {at,  0.2, a4, 0.5, 0.t0, an ,  0.1s, a14, 0.15, s is},  when L(0) = 
0 , . . . ,  L(7) = 0, we have L(8) ¢ 0. Noting that  L(8) = albla71oPs(As, Bs, Bs, AT), we only need 
to prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4. For As = ¢2(a),  Bs = ¢1(a), Bs = -02(a)/J2(0.), AT = 0., where 0. • {0.1,0.2,0.4, 
0.5, o'10, ff11, a13, 6r14, o"15, o'16}, we have Ps(A8, B8,136, AT) ¢ O. 
PROOF. Substitut ing As = ¢2(a), B8 -- ¢1(a), Bs = -02(a)/ J2(a),  AT = a into Ps(As, Bs, 
AT), we obtain by factoring 
( J4(o') )5( J3(a) )5( J2(a) )lS Psla,=, 
--- -91750400 x 466560000(7a + 1)x*(7a - 1) s "ha'  ~Z/3 'a '  , (3.14) 
\ i=o  \ i - -o / 
where, for /3o . . . .  ,35o7, see the Appendix. Obviously, we only need to prove G(a) ~ 0 for 
~--~22 i V'S07 iliad, because (7a - 1) ¢ 0 and 7a + 1 = 0 or 2.,~--o "yia = 0 implies JR(a) = 0 or G(AT) = ~,i=O 
Js(0.) = 0, leading to contradiction with J4(a) ~ 0 and Js (a)  ~ 0. Note that  G(AT) is primitive. 
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Applying the Budan-Fourier theorem to G(AT) on the intervals I1, 12, 14, I5, 110, 111, I13, 
I14, I15, and I16, respectively, we compute all the numbers of lost sign-changes on these in- 
tervals AN ---- 0. Therefore G(A7) does not have real roots in these intervals. As G(A7) is 
continuous, G(AT) does not change sign in these intervals and G(ai) ~ 0 for ai E I i ,  where 
i = 1,2,4,5, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16. 
Noting that J4(a) ¢ 0, J3(a) ~ 0, and J2(0.) ~ 0, we have P5[AT=a ~ 0 for a E {al,a2, a4, as, 
0.10~ 0.11, O'13, 0"14, 0"15, O"16}" 
REMARKS. Conventional symbolic computation techniques and numeric computation methods 
v,567 r~.Ai cannot be used to prove the lemma, because G(A7) = z.~i=o ~'~ 7 is a very large polynomial, in 
which/3i are large integers consisting of at most more than 800 digits. In conventional symbolic 
methods, to prove G(a) ¢ 0 we can use C1(A7) to divide G(A7) and then use the remainder 
to divide C1(A7), and so on, repeatedly until the final remainder is a nonzero constant, or use 
Sturm's theorem on the intervals I1, I2, I4, Is, I16, Ill, I13, I14, 115, and I16 to compute the 
numbers of lost sign-changes ofG(AT). But both of them are impossible because of the complexity 
of the division of large polynomials, and the complexity of constructing Sturm sequences for 
large polynomials. Even though the Budan-Fourier theorem was used, the computations were 
surprisingly time-consuming. For example, for 0.1 E I1, 0"4 E 14, and o"13 E I13, the computations 
of the numbers of lost sign-changes of G(A7) took 124, 125, 126 hours on the SUN SERVER 
1104, respectively; for 0.5 E/5,  the computation took 159.4 hours on the SUN SPARC station 10. 
Except 0.15 and 0.16, we could prove, for 0"1,0"2,0"4,0"5,0"10, a 1 0.13, and a14, G(Av) does not 
change sign only in intervals containing these roots whose length are as small as 10 -s. While 
for 0.15 and 0.16, we could prove B~ - A 2 does not change sign only in intervals containing a15 
and 0.16 whose length _< 10 -s. 
From Lemma 4, we have the following important conclusion. 
THEOREM 1. The origin of the system (3.1) is an eighth-order focus, ira1 ¢ O, bl 7 £ O, a9 ~ O, 
and one of the following three sets of conditions holds true: 
(i) a9 < (9/2)a7 and (3.13) is valid with a7 > 0 and 0. E {0.2,a4,0.16,0"14}; 
(ii) a 9 > (9/2)a7 and (3.13) is valid with a7 < 0 and 0" E {0.1,0"5, 0.11,0"13}; 
(iii) a9 > (9/2)az and (3.13) is valid with a7 > 0 and a E {alS, a16}. 
Now we discuss the reasons why we do not choose other factors of R~(AT). Let C(A7) = 
E22 A i  v-~80 A i  i=o 7iA7 and D(A7) = 2-~i=0 PiliT" 
(a) Let 0. be a real root of C(AT) = 0. Then, from (3.12), J3 - ¢3(0") = 0, and therefore the 
requirement that J3 ¢ 0 fails to be satisfied. 
(b) Let 0" be a real root of D(AT) = O. From (3.7), we can obtain B6 = -02(a)/J2(0.). By 
performing the successive pseudodivisions of P4 by P2 and then P2 by the remainder of 
P4 by P2 , . . . ,  we obtain a polynomial 
D(Az)B 2 + DI(AT)B6 + D2(A7) = O. 
Thus, we get B6 = -D2(a)/DI(0.). We use the Budan-Fourier theorem to locate all the 
18 real roots of D(AT) = 0, and find 
02(0.) # 02(0") 
J2(a) Dl(a) 
for any real root a of D(Av) = 0 by applying the Budan-Fourier theorem. Therefore, 
D1 (AT) = 0 will lead to a contradiction. 
(c) Let 7A7 + 1 = 0 and note that J4(AT) = 80(7A7 + 1) 2. In this case J4 ~ 0 cannot be 
satisfied. 
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(d) Let 7A7 - 1 = 0. Substituting it into P1, P2, P3, and P4, we obtain 
P1 = l lB6  - 20As, 
P2 = B6(21Bs + 703), 
P3 = B6(-2391880 + 2342396B6 + 48118840Bs + 69972BsB6 
+ 1470000B 2 + 7497B~), 
P4 = B6(762242800 - 1491272160B6 - 36351999600Bs + 37168867680BsB6 
+ 495713164800B~ - 3603856116B 2 + 3568572B 3 + 15247310400B 3 
- 11424987Bs 2 + 1126137600Bs2B6). 
Therefore, A7 = I/7, B6 = 0, and As = 0, that is, aT/alo = 1/7, b6 = 0, and as -- 0 are 
solutions to {PI -- 0, P2 -- 0, P3 -- 0, P4 -- 0}. But, substituting them into Ps, we obtain 
P51A,=I/7,B6=O,As=O  0, 
and so they are not conditions for the origin to be an eighth-order focus. 
According to the zero relation described in Section 2, we have 
zero( { Pl, P2, P3, P4 } ) = zero k, -~ ,  ~2, ~ ] O zero( { P1, P2, P3, P4, J, } ) . 
\ i=1 
In what  follows, we discuss the solutions to {P1 = 0, P2 = 0, Ps = 0, P4 = 0, Ji = 0}, for 
i = 1,2, 3,4, using Ritt -Wu's method and Budan-Fouricr's theorem recursively. 
(1) Obviously there are no solutions to {P1 = 0, P2 = 0, Ps = 0, P4 = 0, J1 = 0} as J1 is a 
nonzero constant. 
(2) Letting J4 = 0, we get A7 = -1 /7  and substitute it into P1, P2, Ps, and P4- After 
factoring them, we obtain 
P1]A,=-I /7 = 7B6 - 6, 
P2[A,=-I/7 = (7B6 - 6)(14B6 - 4 - 112As - 693Bs), 
PSlA,=-I /7 = (7B6 - 6)(3381B~ - 1316B6 + 284592AsB6 + 288120BsB6 - 412 
- 71120Bs - 43904As - 376320A~ - 2681280BsAs - 10663968B~), 
Pa la ,=- l /7  = (7B6 - 6)(459963B~ - 20121066BsB g - 340746B 2 + 24374952AsB62 
- 2683146312AsBsB6 + 10105074BsB6 - l1383680AsB6 + 36372B6 
- 256048128A2B6 - 1369738944B2B6 + 3416028Bs + 2065504As 
+ 505774080A 3 + 306865440B82 + 3544369920BsA~ + 46988782848B 3 
+ 31686144A~ + 442655808BsAs + 6696 + 14122950912Bs2As). 
So we get solutions A7 = -1 /7  and B6 = 6/7 of {P1 = 0, P2 = 0, P3 = 0, P4 = 0, J4 = 0}. 
However, substituting A7 = -1 /7  and B6 = 6/7 into Ps, we obtain 
PSIA,=-l/7,B6=6/7 = O. 
Therefore A7 = -1 /7  and B6 = 6/7, i.e., aT/(2a9 - 9a7) = -1 /7  and b6/(2a9 - 9a7) -- 6/7 
are not conditions for the origin to be an eighth-order focus. 
(3) Let J4 # 0 and J3 = 0. Then, from the expression of (:73, we have wl(B6,AT) = 0 and 
w2(B6, AT) = O. By the successive pseudodivision of Wl and w2, we obtain 
22 
ctA ) = Z = o. 
i=0 
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By the pseudodivision of P2 by P4 w.r.t. Bs, we obtain 
170 
C(AT) = ~ s,A~ = O. 
i=0  
We use the Budan-Fourier theorem to locate all the 10 real roots of C(AT) = 0 and find 
C(a) # 0 for any real root a of C(AT) = 0 by applying the Budan-Fourier theorem. 
Therefore, da = 0 will lead to a contradiction. 
(4) Let d4 # 0, ,/3 # 0, and d2 = 0. From C2(B6,AT) = J2(AT)Bs+O2(AT) = 0, we 
get 02(A7) = 0. For this case we should discuss whether J2(AT) = 0 and ~2(A7) = 0 
have common real roots or not. It is impossible to use the division algorithm of 82(A7) 
and d2(AT) because of the complexity of division. We use the Budan-Fourier theorem 
to locate all the 16 real roots of J2(AT) = 0, and prove ~2(A7) # 0 at these roots of 
J2(AT) = 0 by computing the numbers of lost sign-changes of 82(A7), AN = 0, on the 
intervals containing these roots. Therefore there is no real solutions to {P1 = 0, P2 = O, 
P3 = O, P4 = O, J2 = O}. 
From the above discussion, we can conclude the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. For ,~ = O, b5 = -4a3bl, a3 = 0, and b4 = -(1/7)(2a9 - 9a7), the origin of 
system (3.1) is a center, if and only if one of the following three sets of conditions holds true: 
(i) a l=0Orb l=0or2ag-9a7=0;  
(ii) aT/(2a9 - 9a7) = - (1 /7)  and bs/(2a9 - 9a7) = 6/7; 
(iii) a7/(2a9 - 9a7) = (1/7) and b6 = 0 and as = 0. 
4. B IFURCATION OF EIGHT LIMIT CYCLES 
BY  PERTURBATION 
Let us show in the following that eight limit cycles can bifurcate from the origin by perturbing 
the parameters. From Theorem 1, we know that there are real solutions to L(0) = 0 . . . .  , L(7) = 0 
and L(8) # 0. Now, from 
L(4) = albla30(¢l(Bs, Bs, AT)As + ¢2(Bs, Bs, AT)) = albla30(J4(AT)As + ~b2(Bs, Bs, A7)), 
we take 
As = ¢2(Bs, Bs, AT) 
J4(A7) ' (4.1) 
under the condition J4(A7) # 0, we have L(4) = 0. Substituting (4.1) into L(5), L(6), and L(7) 
to eliminate As, we obtain 
L(5) = - ~ _4 P2(Bs, Bs, A7) 
= atbla~ ° (Xl (Bs, AT)B~ + x2(B6, AT)Bs + x3(Bs, AT)). 
J2(AT) 
- 5 Pa(Bs,  Bs, A7). 
L(6) = -a lo la lO  ja(AT) , 
- 6 P4(Bs, Bs, A7). 
L(7) = -a lo la lO  jaa(A7 ) , 
where for P2, P3, and P4, see Section 3. 
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Let S = {ffl,O'2,0"4,G5,fflO, Gll,O'13,0"14,0"15,0"16}. And from Section 3, we know that when 
AT = a for a E S, B6 = -02(AT)/J2(AT), and Bs - -w2(B6, A7)/Ja(Bs, AT) under the condi- 
tions J2(AT) # 0 and J3(Bs, AT) # 0, we have L(5) = 0. So we can solve L(5) = 0 and obtain its 
two roots w.r.t. Bs: 
(-x2(B6,AT) 4- X/x~(B6,AT) -4xI(Bs,AT)x3(Be, AT)) 
Bs = (2Xl(B6, A7)) ' 
and x2(Bs, AT)-4X1 (Be, AT)xa(B6, AT) > 0 in the neighborhood of (A °, B °) = (a, -02(a)/J2(a)). 
Obviously, when AT = a for a e S and Be = -02(a)/J2(a), one of the two roots should equal to 
-w2(Be, AT)/Ja(Bn, AT). In fact, by applying the Budan-Fourier theorem on I1, /2, /4, /5, I10, 
Ila, Ila, Ia4, I15, and 11e to the left-hand side of 
2w2(B~, AT)X1 (Be, AT) + x2(Be, AT) = +~/x~(Bs, AT) - 4X, (Be, AT)x3(Bs, AT), Ja(Be, A7) 
we have that, for a E S1 = {al,a2, ab,all}, 
w2(B6,AT) _ (-x2(Bs,AT) - x/x~(Se,AT) - 4x,(Be, AT)x3(Bs, AT)) 
J3 (Be, AT) (2X, (Be, AT)) ' 
and for a E $2 : {(:r4,alO, ala,a14,o'15,a16}, 
w2(Bs, AT) (-x2(Be,AT) + x/x~(Se, AT)-4xI(Be,AT)x3(Be,AT))  
J3(B6, AT) (2X1 (B6, AT)) 
For simplicity, in what follows, we only discuss the case that a = al,  as other cases can be 
discussed similarly. For this case we should take, under the condition xI(Be, AT) = 576(7A7 + 1) 2 
(7AT - 1) # 0 
( -x2(Bs ,  AT) - X/x2(Bs,AT) - 4xI(Be, AT)x3(Be,AT)) (4.2) 
Bs = (2X1 (Be, AT)) 
Bysubstitut ing B~ = (-x2(Bs, AT)Bs + x3(B6, AT))/xI(Be, AT) into L(6) and L(7) two times 
and three times, respectively, we get 
L(6) = -alblablo (Wl(Be, AT)Bs + w2(B6, AT)) 
(J3(AT)x~(Be, AT)) ' (4.3) 
L(7) = -albla6o (w3(Be, Av)B8 + w2(Be, AT)) (4.4) 
(j2(AT)x3(Be, AT)) 
Let us substitute (4.2) into (4.3) and (4.4) to eliminate Be, and therefore we obtain 
albla5o"P2(Bs, AT) 
5(6)= (j3(AT))~21(_X2COl +W2_o.)14X2_4)(lX3)) , 
al bl a61oP( B6, AT) 
where 
P2(Be, AT) = ~I(AT)B~ + ~2(AT)Be 5 +" .  + ~T(AT), (4.5) 
P(Be, AT) = ~s(AT)B s + ~9(AT)Be 7 +. . -  + ~le(AT). (4.6) 
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Note that P2(Be, AT) is the same as in Section 3. P2 and P contain 91 and 171 terms, respectively. 
When Ar = al and Be = -02(O'l)/J2(a1), we have P~(Ba, A7) = 0 and P(Be,AT) = O. 
Now consider P2(Be,AT). By applying the Budan-Fourier theorem we can prove that 
O~2{B6,A,)oB8 ¢ 0 at A7 = al and Be = -02(a1)/J2(a1). Thus, according to the well-known 
Implicit Function Theorem [10], in the neighborhood of 0 0 (AT, Be) = (al,-02(O'l)/J2(al)), there 
is a unique function 
B6 = f(AT), (4.7) 
such that 
P2(f(A7), A7) - 0, (4.8) 
f(O'l) -- 02(0"1) (4.9) 
J2(al) 
Let us now prove there are eight limit cycles bifurcating from the origin by perturbing the 
parameters. We assume for definiteness that al > 0 and bl > 0, and note that alo > 0 when 
taking into account al for the origin to be an eighth-order focus. The cases with other al and bl 
can be approached similarly. First, when )~ = O, b5 = -4a3bl, a3 = O, b4 = -(1/7)alo, A7 = al, 
Be = -02(al) / J2(al ) ,  Bs = -w2(B6, A7)/J3(Be, AT) = ¢1 ((rl), As = -¢2(B8, Be, AT)/J4(Ar) = 
¢2(al),  we have 
L (0)=0,  L (1 )=0, . . . ,5 (7 )=0,  and L (8)<0.  
We choose lell << 1 and el < 0 and put 
A7 = al + el, (4.10) 
and therefore, Be = -02(al + sl)/ J2(al + el). Considering that 
albla610P(-O2(Crl q- el)/J2((:rl q- el) , o'1 q- el) 
5(7)- -  (/4(0.1 -I-~I)X13 (-X2w3-1-~d4- w3V/X 2 -4X1X3)[Ar=a.+el.B.=-O~(al+e,,/Jz,a,+el))' 
by applying the Budan-Fourier theorem, we can prove L(7) > 0 if el small enough. Now let (4.1), 
(4.2), and (4.7) be valid, and we can conclude that 
5 (0)=0,  5 (1)=0, . . . ,5 (6 )=0,  5 (7)>0,  and 5(8)<0.  
Then we choose le21 << lell and e2 < 0 to retain L(7) > 0 and L(8) < 0, and put 
B6 = f(cq + el) + e2. (4.11) 
Now we find P2( f (a l  + el) + e2, al + el) < 0 for ~2 and el small enough by applying the 
Budan-Fourier theorem to P2 on I1. Furthermore, we find L(6) < 0. 
Next we choose e3 << le21 and e3 > 0 to retain L(6) < 0, L(7) > 0, and L(8) < 0, and put 
Bs = B~ + e3, (4.12) 
where B;  = (-X2 - ~/X~ - 4X,X3)/(2X1)lA,=al+el,Ss=/(a,+el)+E2" We can prove, by applying 
the Budan-Fourier theorem, L(5) > 0 for e3, e2, and el small enough. 
% 
Then we choose le41 << e3 and e4 < 0 to retain L(5) > 0, L(6) < 0, L(7) > 0, and L(8) < 0, 
and put 
As = ~b2(B~ + e3,f (a l  +e l )  + e2,(:rl +c1) (4.13) 
J4(O'l -{- el) q- e4 
We can prove that L(4) < 0 for e4, e3, ~2, and el small enough. 
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Finally, by sequentially perturbing b4, a3, b5 and A, that is, letting 
1 
b4 = -~a l0  + ~5, (4.14) 
a3 = ~6, (4.15) 
b5 = -4e6bl + ~7, (4.16) 
A = es, (4.17) 
where [es] << 1, ]~6[ << 1, [eT[ << 1, and [es[ << 1, we have L(3) > 0, L(2) < 0, L(1) > 0, and 
L(0) < 0, respectively. Thus, we have proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3'. For al ~ 0, bl ~ 0, a9 ¢ 0, a9 > (9/2)a7, and a7 < 0, system (3.1) has eight 
///nit cycles bifurcating from the origin, if the parameters of (3.1) are perturbed by taking (4.10)- 
(4.17). 
Similarly we can prove that, for a2, aa, as, al0, al l ,  crl3, (714, alS, and a16, system (3.1) has 
eight limit cycles bifurcating from the origin by perturbing the parameters. Summarizing the 
above facts, we have, more precisely, the following conclusion. 
THEOREM 3. For al ~ O, bl ~ O, and a9 ~ O, and 
(i) a e {a2, a4, al0, a14}, a9 < (9/2)a7, and a7 > 0, or 
(ii) a e {al,a5,al l ,a13}, a9 > (9/2)a7, and a7 < 0, or 
(iii) a E {als,a16}, a9 > (9/2)a7, and a7 > 0, 
the parameters of system (3.1) can be perturbed for eight limit cycles to bifurcate from the 
origin. 
5. VERIF ICAT ION OF  DERIVED CONDIT IONS 
AND AN OBSERVATION 
Orderings on the indeterminates of polynomials can be used for verifying the derived conditions, 
as the solutions of polynomial equations and inequalities by solving in different orderings hould 
correspond to one another. So we can solve the systems of equations and inequalities in different 
orderings to get equivalent solutions for verification. For the work reported in this paper, we have 
tried several other orderings and obtained ten equivalent real solutions of L(0) = 0 , . . . ,  L(7) = 0 
and L(8) ~ 0 for each ordering, and thus, verified the conditions derived in Section 3. The details 
are omitted here. 
For the option that b4 -- -a7,  a set of conditions for the origin to be an eighth-order focus 
is stated in Lemma 3.1 in [1]. However, we find that one of the conditions a7 ¢ 0 should be 
a7 > 0. When taking the ordering that a9 -~ as -~ b6 ~ bs -~ a7 to solve L(4) = 0 , . . . ,  L(7) = 0 
and L(8) ~ 0, we get two real solutions with bs/a7 = ~1 and with bs/a7 = ~2, respectively, 
where ~1 and ~2 are positive. Because we must have bs > 0 from the definition of bs, a7 must 
be positive. These two real solutions correspond to the two real solutions with ag/a7 = a. 
and with ag/a7 = al in [1,3], where 666/97 < a.  < 103/15 and 283/125 < al < 284/125. 
Therefore, in Lemma 3.1 we should have a7 > 0. In fact, we also can prove that a7 > 0 from 
the option (3.7) taken in [1] that bs = -~b(a9,aT)/(48cac6), which can be transformed into 
bs/a7 = -¢(ag/aT)/(48c4(ag/aT)c6(aa/aT)), and when ao/a~ = a. and al, we can prove that 
¢ (a . )  > 0, c4(a.) > 0, and c6(a.) < 0; ¢(~1) > 0, c4(al) > 0, and c6(al) < 0 by applying the 
Budan-Fourier theorem to ¢, ca, and c6, thus bs/a7 > 0, for aa/a7 = a. and a9/a7 = al. 
When Ritt-Wu's method is used in proving geometry theorems, {J1 . . . .  , Jk}, generated in com- 
puting the characteristic set {C1 . . . .  , Ck} of polynomial set PS,  often corresponds to degenerate 
cases in geometry problems. It is an important advantage because one only need to consider solv- 
ing {C1 = 0 . . . . .  Ck = O, J1 ¢ 0 , . . . ,  Jk ¢ 0} by ruling out the zeros of PSU {J~} for i -- 1 . . . .  , k. 
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In our work of deriving conditions on the existence of focus, a similar phenomenon was observed 
during the experimentation on many examples. J1 -- 0 V . - -  V Jk -- 0 often corresponds to 
(i) the case that  there is no solution to the concerned system of equations and inequalities, 
and 
(ii) the case on the existence of a center for the differential system. 
APPENDIX  
¢1 = -80(1 + 7A~)2; 
422 = 1911BsA~ - 39A7 - 1029A 3 + 3 + 273A72 + 686BsA7 + 39B6 - 16Bs + 784A~Bs; 
423 = 107520(1 + 7A7)2; 
¢4 = 9483264ATBs - 9528 - 1339464A~ - 59640A7 - 65016B6 + 698880B8 - 1819272A 3 
+ 32137728A2Bs - 3268104BsA72 - 1110144BsAz; 
¢5 = 3330873BsA~ + 1225441BsA~ + 142135BEAT + l15248B2A7 - 13104A 2 + 73500A 3
+ 1282134A¢ + 8847B6 + 4725B~ + 1380A7 + 410571B~A 2 - 25308Bs + 135072Bs 2 
- 225262BArBs - 6618528A~B~ + 8944068A3Bs - 333396BsBe + 316428ATBs - 678 
- 16072980BaA27Bs - 5794152BsATBs; 
¢6 = 126443520(1 + 7A7)2; 
¢7 = 43370127360A~Bs - 8152704 - 88416384A7 - 2196824448A 2 - 156868992Be 
+ 935682048Bs - 4548147072A 3 - 2426661888BsA7 + 12745506816ATB8 
- 7751119488BsA2; 
¢8 = -893082624AzBs - 1009248 - 149648352A 2 - 5629344A7 + 11217808B6 - 98200704Bs 
- 154596960A 3 + 44012976B 2 + 3848624640B~ - 846842304A¢ - 13434755712A2Bs 
+ 1973951280BsA 2 + 120266384BEAT + 3479068208BoA 3 - 17748192000A3Bs 
+ 170769876480A~B~ - 555523584BsB6 + 2305075248B2A72 + 51336069120ATB 2 
+ 804727392B62A7 - 25914204288BeA27Bs - 9167286912BoAvB8; 
429 = -1771109655BsA¢ - 816924472BeA 3 - 356728575B~A 3 - 167108326B6A 2 
- 15063552B~A7 - 20213333B62A7 + 323610A~ - 3664710A 3 + 7804965A~ - 445755B6 
- 1104999B~ + 45025953A~ + 159861A7 - 120964781B62A72 - 3695040B8 - 142109856B~ 
- 81842544A27B8 - l1847856608A72B  + 765855888A3Bs + 73966256BsB0 
3 2 4 + 2292528ATB8 + 50402329824ATBs + 6734747376AvB8 + 1658700960ATB~ 
+ 21457737B36A~ + 10625454B3A7 - 35796950784A2B83 + 35063616BsB 2 
- 1810508448B~B0 + 10500536144BsA~Bs + 1282883504BoATBs + 26848366160BsA3B8 
+ 796005B 3 + 730550016B83 + 2968212240B~A2Bs - 86798109216BsA27B~ 
+ 838890192B~ATBs - 31343702208BoATB~ - 24687; 
¢1o = -4531735756800(1 + 7A7)2; 
421, = 115137656954880A 2 + 10057612615680A7 + 682921451520 + 4493676257280B0 
- 32855084236800B8 + 214300060262400A 3 - 447282319196160ATBs 
+ 71027877150720B6A7 + 221491240427520BsA 2 - 1521077106769920A~B8; 
4212 ~ 2 578650051424256A7Bs - 11517065728 - 143134466048A7 - 217750141952A~ 
- 587123625984B6 + 2066113007616Bs - 18273654038528A73 - 10522089188352BsA7 
+ 25491734360064ATB8 - 104183749447680B6A~ - 1292703229440B~ 
- 134688143278080Bs 2 + 7382120592896A 4 + 40237299486720BsB6 
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- -  1796266760601600ATB 2 - 22745419038720B~A7 + 614183845847040BsATB8 
+ 1175951883423744Aa~B8 - 222119126283264B~A37 - 5974148303585280A2B 2 
- 67771632499200B2A~ + 1938629203660800B6A2Bs; 
~b13 = 87697254174096B6A 4 + 28441679978656B6A~ + 78689202888240B2A~ 
+ 3964782111360B6A~ -i- 398831253856B6A7 -i- 3439999635408B2A7 - 711771930240A~ 
- 5610117088128Aa7 - 21983290929600A~ - 4026375696B6 + 197024290512B  
- 11794870780224A 5 - 74054562624A7 + 29209790112048B2A  + 111943249152B8 
+ 15195841790976B 2 -i- 14020192370688A~Bs + 2051215052307456A2B82 
- 94811426816512A~B8 - 2447825503872BsB6 - 936445701632ATB8 
+ 2610619742481408A3B 2 + 99961831662336A4B8 + 156311200109568AvB 2 
+ 6702112599840B~A 2 + 1804313468160B~Av - 19884757301821440A2B~ 
- 11433684931200BsB~ + 79217987466240B2B6 - 483493400299392B6A2B8 
- 26701362484608B6A7Bs - 808577042544768B6A3B8 + 66381366240B~ 
- 457014929817600Bs a - 583238278062720B~A~Bs + 3477008667847680B6A2B 2 
- 205427282699520B~ATBs + 1272689306542080B6ATB2s + 10582080 
- 6039784123269120ATB~; 
~b14 = -7898481595305B6A47 - 2015548759350B6A~ - 1761068528940B2A 3 
- 266618090970B6A 2 - 19484533215BaA7 - 36723266580B2A7 - 735329070A~ 
+ 1723498560A 3 + 9654314670A~ - 548050365B6 - 1796693850B 2 - 79262676360A 5 
- 47158200A7 - 409364518080B2A  + 338903238870A~ - 1708203551040B~A7B8 
+ 1927753584Bs + 361321848832B  - 105840315168A2B8 + 9284263851520A2B  
+ 766827626208AaTB8 + 123650622816BsB6 - 44232540240ATBs 
- 111389426889216A3B 2 + 8431446986928A4Bs + 211117853184ATB 2 
+ 270667094985B3A 2 + 20346082575B6aA7 + 1366006183772160A~Bs a 
+ 214370949072BsB 2 - 10378151417088B~B6 + 40205995693248B6A2Bs 
+ 3661778536192B6ATB8 + 198814078937600B6A~B8 -i- 1574094375B~ 
+ 17231554314240B 3 + 25924357752048B2A2B8 - 1491238217586432B6A2B~ 
+ 4175899110768B~A7B8 - 187184189181696B6A~B~ - 85931332300800B84 
2 2 2 -i- 1648921050B 4 -i- 14533290 - 375996883510080B6A7B s - 11327820603435BaA 5 
+ 872910789345BSA~ - 2317265965350B2A 4 - 6101918970556416A~Bs 3 
+ 13511120139888A~B8 -615150123187712A4B~ - 191235662155776A~Bs 3 
4 2 2 4 + 126493683750BsA 7 + 4210635282739200ATB s + 213216586813440BsSBe 
- 129774022560BsB 3 + 36825193440B4A7 - 4499975712960B~B~ 
- 3688522055441664B6A~B~ + 408921020430048BoA4Bs + 71395543049040B2A~Bs 
3 2 2 2 + 10203860246630400B6A2B~ - 3390009547680B6ATBs - 106691177134080BsATB s 
+ 3686994543697920BsATB~; 
~b15 -- -713748381696000(1 + 7A7)2; 
~bls -- 27516784485335040BsA 2 + 113860619550720 + 16008616781660160A27 
+ 1513100290867200A7 + 24512089670369280A 3 + 559017928949760Be 
- 247213889484226560A2Bs + 9093154382807040B6A7 - 2631035321384960A~Bs 
- 5330680770723840Bs; 
~b~7 = -265021911607541760ATB 2 - 1258284538312704A~ - 113718849269760A7 
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- 7484358841344 - 61291139051520B8 + 773737927409664B8 - 8357946727624704A 3 
+ l1073317260787712ATBs - 1395843935754240B6A7 - 13724817568358400B6 A2 
÷ 125177913427230720A2B8 + 4856857450905600BsB6 - 12096470492402688A¢ 
- 216722265016320B~ - 876764943333457920A27Bs  + 219081006317666304A3B8 
- 32142476533708800B6A 3 - 10985228852613120B2A 2 - 3457634944296960B2A7 
+ 234872287779225600B6A2Bs ÷ 76597946862796800B6ATB8 - 19967110977945600B2; 
¢18 = 13378748421941952B6A47 + 826813501281152B6A 3 ÷ 8575869570504768B2A 3 
+ 1090981445218560B6A 2 + 131334612888192B6A7 + 226294984052928B62A7 
- 1184151618048A 2 - 258686069107200A 3 - 421253471729664A ¢ + 3262439842368B6 
+ 14283023412672B~ - 1730808356454912A 5 - 2436871707648A7 
+ 3860044943452992B2A 2 - 17704061899776B8 + 1138658353459200B82 
- 1728832433577984A72B8 + 344456183812608000A2B~ - 29273982859892736A3B8 
- 610812026850816BsB6 - 212310661441536A7B8 + 696264432936210432A3Bs 2 
- 3014724002024448A¢Bs ÷ 14804517913178112ATB 2 ÷ 2757239099072640B3A~ 
+ 961324623947520B~A7 - 2581839344552509440A~B 3 - 1315419732426240BsB~ 
+ 24404164436090880B2B6 - 109918142092620288B6A2B8 
- l1407845684211200B6ATB8 - 227846856804585984B6A3B8 ÷ 51902502503040B 3 
- 60252362399416320B 3 - 65852332044710400B2A27B s ÷ l156523249751367680B6A2B~ 
- 22603985070428160B2ATB8 + 368905503189565440B6ATB 2 + 91110683136 
- 790600728874844160A7B3; 
¢19 = - 7965184 75 773776 B6A¢ - 2094 79826075072B6A 3 - 153924 77 40198672B~ A 3 
- 21715918707952B6A~ - 1048966081240B6A7 - 27723620770608B~A7 
+ 5824420060536A 2 + 55053675336576A 3 + 280468215965448A ¢ - 83362700736B6 
- 856487306640B 2 + 916275818421600A 5 + 288459506976A7 - 323813174224176B62A 2 
3 + 1501270605715944A~ + 1763668093944960B6A7B8 + 485361056832B8 
+ 30393900020736B82 - 362535134392704A~B8 + 2750807243197440A2B 2 
- 3004486266794880A3B8 - 3341223077472BsB6 - 44853520270272ATB8 
- 89727757527969792A~B~ - 10935351587606208A¢Bs - 1213037682038784ATB 2 
- 135257610959856B3A 2 - 30156029625960B3A7 + 947955337423718400A2B 3 
÷ 192946641852384B8B 2 - 1280998725237504B2B6 ÷ 3963906412405632B6A2B8 
+ 347156321254848BsATB8 ÷ 30312349974785088B6A3B8 - 1639129551696B 3 
+ 7041698919069696B 3 + 29330124240241440B~A2Bs - 278090691746515200B6A2B 2 
+ 3491459603470944B2ATB8 - 13367940202987776B6ATB~ - 185131914133340160B~ 
-{- 1636007141160B64 ÷ 16223491992 - 353463949523139840B~A2B 2 
- 1566412349847912B6A 5 - 392207587957080B3A  - 3310550782379904B62A 4 
+ l171260426153388032A3B 3 + 267929471923008A5B8 ÷ 52149572290787328A4Bs 2 
4 2 -t- 77345934057068544ATB 3 ÷ 59723043229080B6A 7 - 7967353261152337920A~B 4 
+ 35354430011658240B~B8 + 6 093385816960BsB 3 ÷ 24864888535200B4A7 
2 2 3 2 
- 7037683262426880BsB 6 - 444795893569536768B6ATB s + 85864151471795424B6A4B8 
+ 76887313456849056B~A3B8 + 1472608904581140480B6A~B~ 
3 2 2 2 -t- 6446149852826880B 6 A 7B8 - 125207337292692480B 6 ATB 8 
+ 555229398742179840B6A7 B3 - 2434116721955143680ATB4; 
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¢20 = 46955634549390B6A~ + 8690778466650B6A 3 + 12998878576740BgA 3 
+ 902279694645B6A27 + 50044707585B6A7 + 153686322090B2A7 + 1673384670A~ 
+ 5106693060A 3 + 35898401070A 4 + 1566187380B6 + 2983297005B 2 
- 1311822131760A~ + 316911960A7 + 1987607290410B62A 2 + 7946072284500A 7 
- 5813442258750A 6 + 13187797697970B3ATBs + 4111265296873082880B6A2B~ 
+ 8731402608Bs + 422459383152B  + 668104536960A2Bs 
- 64101560320224A2Bs 2 Jr 990373061664A3Bs - 554899925862BsB6 + 76231114512ATBs 
+ 418967937043488A3Bg - 35155552939920A4Bs - 23850985948944ATSg 
- 1608418339185B3A72 - 96074470275B3A7 + 3568667151909888A2B 3 
- 1500123436728BsBg q- 72141778777152B~B6 - 274162920269644B6A27Bs 
- 19646706069634B6ATBs - 2037628430314708B6A3Bs + 2077702830B 3 
+ 118131308531712B 3 - 347332817160000BgA27B8 + 22299731262402048B6A2Bg 
- 32809382894064BgA7Bs + 2042493281931648B6ATB 2 + 7088780902533120Bs 4 
- 24949180305B 4 q- 13243463369741808B2A2B 2 + 150966259269525B6A 5 
- 7162079432865B3A 3 + 52195100016465B62A 4 - 49310521025375232A3B83 
- 306448912957488A~B8 + 6053151131777904A4B~ q- 204696075967488A7B 3 
- 1756664866845B4A~ + 543205660019742720A2B~ - 4578566241731328B3B6 
+ 994199340834B8B 3 - 380358253170B4A7 + 104235749088912B~Bg 
-I- l l O137367375 736960 B6A 3 B~ - 7864406869081294B6A ¢ Bs 
- 1509521228878992B2A3B8 -662977268965170432B6A2B 3 + 164473052905854B3A2Bs 
+ 2096964561804336BgATB~ - 84468649571986176B6ATB 3 - 34629813999083520B 5 
+ 14216561100B 5 - 2231482495895688BgA¢Bs + 35178560311357008BgA3B~ 
- 43980041129149440BgATB 3 - 384509595664992A6Bs - 183535069107446784A¢B 3 
+ 9251290763039472A~B 2 + 75370152326490B2A 5 - 22103653023585B3A47 
+ 226823729336505BsA 6 - 5333717920860B46A 3 - 2505959948339398656A3B~ 
- 76080235129952256ATB 4 - 55246704428160BgB63 + 1696860885955092480A2B 5 
+ 85953899560919040B4B6 + 980860848660BsB~ + 341743958010B65A 2 
-b 182335661550B5A7 - 1862953742805120B3B62 + 8553330 
+ 220112173752623040B6A~B 2 - 11745274422637098B6A5Bs 
3 3 -b 511954955520750B3A3Bs - 1609145790156059904B6ATB 8 
- 1397739676777920B3A2Bg - 154654690043306880B26A2B 3 
+ 73840173973020B4A2Bs + 21618741337200B46ATBs 
+ 1485852885513400320BsATB 4 - 718149377816640BgATB~; 
Wl --- 16907573088B6A~ + 673422876B2A 4 - I1229624B~A7 + 167196 
+ I005984B6 - 3378480A7 - 191340492A~ - 280476B 2 + 8111730480A 5 
2 2 
- 19670442204A~ + 3904908A 7 + 601862688B6A 7 -{- 52129728B6A7 
-{- 4213038816B6A 3 +17880496704B6A47 -{- 550251576B2A3; 
w2 = -68359263A  - 17730279A27 - 672441A7 +3736764B6 + 478514841A47 
+ 6081485697A~ + 227325044919A 7 + 11301715887A67 + 246429578626B6 A5 
+ 439626547836B6A76 + 102636226B6A7 + 1550489164BsA 2 +75973969036B6 A4 
2 3 + 13664725452B6A 3 - 2414223B62 + 354564B 3 + 1015491288B6A 7 
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